Residents Report $175 Mildvan Demands ICR Removal After Robbery; Preparing Student Throng Suspect Avoids Search

**By CARL D. OSWALD**

Nearly $175 was reported missing from Hill Hall early yesterday morning. Women residents saw a tall Negro man in the building.

Augusta Gross, a resident advisor in House 1, reported the man at 9 a.m. after he came into her room without knocking on the premise of fixing the plumbing. Miss Gross called administration authorities when she found her purse in the nick where the man had left it. He had gone from her room as soon as she saw him and did not touch the plumbing.

Barbara Liggett, co-director of Robert C. Hill Residence Hall for Women, and assisted to the Dean of Women, summarized individual descriptions: He was a Negro man with a small mustache, about 30 years old, 5'11" tall, wearing a washed-out plaid or checked shirt. No one could have been green and blue pants — apparently work clothes.

The Philadelphia police arrived immediately after Miss Gross reported and conducted a thorough search of the entire building.

Although the officers did not succeed in locating the thief instantly, they were able to manage out of there during the search for he was reported again later. Miss Liggett said that the administrators of the residence hall "have a distinct impression that this man must have worked here at some time" because he entered their rooms that he was there to fix a light bulb or something of that sort.

Miss Liggett said the man must have gotten out but she remarked that she did not know how he could have. Police are still watching in the area for a man of that description and anyone seeing a person who fills it is to report the suspect immediately.

The fifteen incidents reported were concentrated in House 1

(Continued on page 2)

Friday Referendum Will Determine MSG Future in Non-Student Associates

**By EILEEN ABRAMS**

Most Student Government will hold a student referendum on Friday addressing the question of continued membership in the National Student Association.

MSG President Chuck Blod announced the referendum at the meeting when the officials expressed regret that time did not allow as information campaign through concrete rededvelopment projects. The WPC plans to develop University City through: 1) the education and development of industrial and commercial enterprises and services which are compatible with the institutional and residential patterns of the area; 2) "the preservation and attraction of educational, cultural, health, and professional institutions of the highest order;" 3) "the protection, rehabilitation and further development of residential areas enhanced by adequate schools, churches, recreational facilities and public services."  

The 6th Annual Report of the WPC, published in January of 1966, points to tangible progress made in striving for the realization of University City. This progress has been analyzed on three levels: economic, educational, and residential, and is further illustrated by specific planning recommendations.

"The economic basis of University City," states this report, "continues to grow steadily stronger. Five hundred new jobs were created during the past year, 1,000 additional permanent personnel were employed in the construction boom underway in University City."

The WPC itself realizes that "rightly guided and directed, the development of related medical programs as teacher practitioners who are considering leaving the University because of the existence of 'a captive of the Defense Department.'"

(Continued on page 11)
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Finals To End All Finals
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It has been obvious for some time that the University has been giving greater emphasis to athletics, but to report that final exams may be held in Hutchinson gymnasium next December appears to be going a little too far in this direction. The proposed "in- novation" has already been formulated by the registrar's office and apparently needs only financial approval to become a disastrous reality.

In case anyone hasn't told University officials, final examinations are not an athletic contest, nor are they an all-University mixer. The only conceivable advantage to holding finals in the Gym would be convenience to administrators and proctors. These benefits, however, should not be allowed to overshadow the academic welfare of the undergraduates. It is impossible to perform well in examinations which are held in a gym with a few hundred other students, some of whom may even be proctoring other subjects.

The consideration of such a change prompts some interesting questions. Will the NCAA sanction the exams? Will prompts some interesting questions. Will the students with a projected minimum of all teachers and students be forgotten when classes resume in September. In the interest of stirring up debate on some of the SCUE proposals, I would like to offer my personal, utterly unofficial, perhaps unorthodox reactions.

College for Women and Wharton.

For months, a committee pondered. They placed our present grades (A, B, C, D, F) by Excellent, Good, Pass and Fail will not reduce the number of rewards even cruder than it is now. Furthermore, by going from Penn away from the almost standard national system, it will make it harder for undergraduate schools to consider Penn students for admission.

The SCUE report should be high on practically everybody's summer reading list, and consideration of the many excellent proposals should hold the agenda for the fall term of this innumerable University committees.

Letters To The Editor

The 1966 Record went on sale yester-
day, a thorough examination of the yearbook's nostalgia-packed pages indicates that this year's Record staff has done an excellent job in its predes-
sever, a better job, if you're not colorblind, we offer our congratulations:

For the Record

STEVEN SAENKE
Editor-in-Chief

MARC T. LETAUB
Associate Editor

GUY M. BLYNN
Associate Editor

DAVID R. SACHS
Associate Editor

EDWARD B. BARTMAN
Feature Editor

DONALD MORRISON
Feature Editor

RICHARD SHAPIRO
Assistant Editor

DENNIS WILSON
Assistant Editor

HUGH MORTON and KATHLEEN SITZ
Associate Editors

STEPHEN PERMIT
Associate Editor

Talented And Creative

In addition to being a good instructor, Robert Jones is known for his "creative talents." He is currently writing a novel on "four levels of consciousness." In another essay, "Joyce writes on a level one, I write on four." Over the winter, he hiked on the ice of many lakes hoping to make a play he is writing, inspired by the Jap-

Awards "The Truth Behind the Cot-

For students in which Penn so abounds."

But his field is Contemporary Literature. The first seven class days of each term. Everyone at this university owes many thanks to the mem-

The next seven class days of each term can clearly sense what he wants to learn in his last two years of study. The program is calculated to send the truth to delinquent and prison and to an insane asylum. Seminars and colloquia wholeheartedly agree that these courses prefer small classes, why do so many sign up for mammoth lecture courses? Despite these reservations I am all for mak-

Robert E. Jones

Passion In Question

"Publish or Perish" has become the by-

"For the Record"

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

Co-Financial Managers

Associate Editor

Assistant Editor

Assistant Editor

Assistant Editor

Associate Editor (Booked)
A PERMANENT PRESS SHIRT WITH POW...

Imagine! Falling for a shirt! But I've never seen a shirt do so much for a man. Is it the aggressive "V-Taper" fit or the smooth authentic styled permanent press? Pressed the day it was made, it will never need pressing again. No more laundry bills. Now he can spend his money on "VAN HEUSEN "417"

STAMP OUT BLIND DATES! $3

Everybody's talking about it. Everybody's doing it. Operation Match. It's camp. It's campus. It's the modern way to meet. It whammo's blind dates. It started at Harvard. The original Operation Match—featured in TIME, LOOK, and the coming May GLAMOUR. Already there are over 100,000 ideal dates in our computer's memory bank. Now's the time to line up your Spring Fling. Let our IBM 7090 Computer (the world's most perfect boy/girl matcher) select 5 ideal dates for you—right from your campus area. (Now a gal can really choose the kind of guy she wants. Not just wait and hope he comes along!) Just send us the coupon below...we'll send you the Operation Match Quantitative Personality Projection Test Questionnaire. Answer the questions about yourself, what you're like, and what you like. Return the questionnaire with $3.00. Then we put our 7090's memory bank to work. It reads out the qualifications of every member of the opposite sex in your college area, and programs 5 or more ideal dates for you. You receive names, addresses, and phone numbers. Guys call the gals. You're just a telephone apart. Also, your card is kept continuously active. You receive as many dates as the 7090 finds matches. The sooner you apply, the more dates you may get. Let the 7090 take the blinds off blind dating. Get modern. Get electronic. Get set quick with your ideal dates.

Dear IBM 7090...I am 17 or over (and 27 or under) and I want to help stamp out blind dates. So mail me my questionnaire. Quick!

NAME SCHOOL

ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP CODE

OPERATION MATCH

Compatibility Research, Inc. / 671 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139

HONDA of NORRISTOWN
WHERE THE IN CROWD GOES

SALES & SERVICE
EASY TERMS
FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS

7 EAST GERMANTOWN PIKE
PHONE 277-2424

A Honda will circumvent parking lots and take you directly to your destination. And, you'll have a lot more fun getting there. As for economy, prices start about $215! And you'll meet the nicest people!
**EUROPE BY CAR**

Buy, Lease or Rent

Save up to 30% on car rental & purchase

Ask for free 72 page catalogue which quotes fixed prices on all makes & models, not mere estimates.

W.A. de BRUYN 315 N. 37th ST.

EV-6-2371

---

** bsonal Ad s**

---

**The Balladeers**

are Coming to

**SAY WHEN LOUNGE**

3942 Chestnut St.

---

**IAA: GENERAL ARFA IS COMING**

**MONDAY MAY 2 3 pm W. LOUNGE H.H. P.M.**

**Punch Bowl's OWN**

**OPERATION SNATCH**

Due To increased demand - The deadline for Responses has been extended until Monday, May 2---

**A MIXER WILL BE HELD LATER That week to introduce Re Compatible Snatches-Watch DP for Announcement.**

---

**Questionares are in The Skimmer issue of The**

---

**blue ridge summer**

This summer GO PAINTING IN BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS. Excellent food. Top instruction drawing, painting by George Solonevich, internationally known. Classes never larger than 12 with two instructors, Brochure: Blue Ridge Art Studio, Rt. 7, Roanoke, Va.
Join Yellow Cab Company of Philadelphia. It has openings for competent drivers—an opportunity for pleasant, interesting outdoor work with good earnings.

Over the years thousands of college students have helped themselves financially by driving Yellow Cabs. You can do the same.

Apply Now!

YELLOW CAB COMPANY
Employment Office
108 South 12th Street

MEET MICHAEL HARRINGTON

April 27th 8:30 p. m.

THE HOUSTON HALL BOARD'S SYMPOSIUM ON THE LIVING ART

EXACTLY AS PRESENTED ON BROADWAY THIS SEASON

SEAN O'CASEY'S
PICTURES OF THE HALLWAY

Adapted by PAUL SHYRE

FRIEDAY, APRIL 29th

HOUSTON HALL AUDITORIUM
TICKETS $2.00

THE HOUSTON HALL BOARDS SYMPOSIUM ON THE LIVING ART

SALE
on SWEATSHIRTS

TAKE A GIFT HOME

ZAVELLES
3409 Walnut St.

CONNAISSANCE presents

MICHAEL HARRINGTON
(Noted Economist)

THE OTHER AMERICA

April 27th 8:30 p. m.
West Lounge Houston Hall
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH POLICY and the ICR

The University Administration owes some further explanations to the University Senate and to the entire University community regarding its policy on classified research, and particularly about the work of the Institute for Cooperative Research.

It was the Administration itself which sponsored the University Senate’s resolution of last November 3rd, which stated that “freedom of inquiry and the obligation to disseminate the results of such inquiry shall not be abrogated.” According to Dr. Julius Wishner, then President of the Senate, “To us that means that there can be no research on this campus in which researchers are restricted from the free publication of their results by the granting or contracting agency.” (Peter Binzen, Phila. Bulletin, Nov. 4, 1965.)

Since the meeting of November 3rd, a series of statements and actions by the Administration has drained all meaning from the resolutions taken there. In particular, President Harnwell’s public address of February 5 indicated that the University would sponsor research projects subject to restrictive publishing arrangements if the “major results...of general scientific interest” would “necessarily be withheld indefinitely from general dissemination.”

This process of emasculation was climax by the recent announcement by the ICR that it had entered into two new contracts, amounting to $900,000, for additional work in the field of chemical and biological warfare. These projects are openly acknowledged to be classified in part, and thus to be in violation of the publishability rule of November 3rd. They are also stated to be even more militarily oriented than previous ICR work in this field, and to involve no original research.

We feel that the University has been damaged by the Administration’s violation of its own resolution on classified research, and that further adverse effects are threatened. This is a consequence, first, of the fact that the handling of the resolution and of the Academic Senate has not been conducive to faculty confidence or high morale. Secondly, the very existence of the ICR has already brought the University into some disrepute throughout the world; faculty members of this institution have been refused scientific cooperation from countries as far away as Australia.

Third, since ICR’s work is secret, no statement about this work can reveal the whole truth, and therefore suspicions must continue to arise. That such suspicions are justified is shown by the recent disclosures of the CIA activities at Michigan State University.

Finally, and most important, is the question of the purposes to which the Administration intends to direct the University of Pennsylvania. In his inaugural presidential address at Yale University, Mr. Kingman Brewster said:

‘The world needs a credible spokesmanship for the human purposes which transcend nations. That spokesmanship can easily be lost in the trumpeting of lesser and more immediate interests. Even the pressure to serve the state must not lead the University to forfeit that credibility which belongs alone to those who answer only to the dictates of a conscientious intellect.’

And in a letter to Dr. Samuel Johnson, dated August 23, 1750, Benjamin Franklin, the founder of the University of Pennsylvania, wrote that

‘I think with you that nothing is of more importance for the public weal, than to form and train up youth in wisdom and virtue. Wise and good men are, in my opinion, the strength of the state; much more so than riches or arms, which, under the management of ignorance and wickedness, often draw on destruction, instead of providing for the safety of the people.’

Which route is the University of Pennsylvania taking: that of being a “credible spokesman for human purposes which transcend nations”? Training youth in “wisdom and virtue”? Or is it pursuing lesser and more immediate interests, “riches or arms”, that forfeit the credibility that belongs only to those who answer to the dictates of the conscientious intellect?

Universities Committee on Problems of War and Peace,
Univ. of Pennsylvania Chapter
(Dr. Albert S. Mildvan, Chairman)
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EIGHT

RENTA TV SET
NEW UHF/VHF ALL 82 CHANNEL 19" PORTABLES!!
- FREE DELIVERY ... PICK-UP
- VERY LOW RATES
- PURCHASE PLAN AVAILABLE
- We Have COLOR, too!

ASTREX TV RENTALS
SICK ROOM ENTERTAINMENT
SET BEING REPAIRED
CALL US ANYTIME

HO8-3760

So you're analytical.
A bridge nut, or crazy about chess.
You'll spend hours working out puzzles
that your friends give up in disgust.
And math has always come easy.
What are you going to do about it?

Insurance Company of North America
has the answer: Computer Programming.

Here's a new career that's creative
and rewarding for persons with apti-
tudes just like yours.

Computerization is just beginning to
become a major influence in insurance
and INA is pioneering. We're making
an exciting business even more so
with innovations that stand to have far-
reaching effects.

We'll teach you programming
and pay you well as you learn. You'll receive
increases as you progress and you'll work with an IBM System 360-65— one of the most advanced there is.

If you'd like to look into programming
as a career, we can tell you pretty
quickly if you have the aptitude. You
don't have to be a math major, but
math should be one of your strong suits.
If you're our kind of person, you'll even
enjoy the aptitude test we give!

Remember too: even if you decide
programming is not for you, INA offers
unparalleled opportunities in actuary
work, underwriting, finance, adminis-
tration and field work.

For an interview, call Mr. Albert W.
Morton today or tomorrow at 241-4722.

Huge discounts with
the International
Student ID Card.

Student ships for
lively, informative
crossings.

The ID card will save you 60% on air travel
explored by our ships. With huge savings in hotel
accommodations, meals, tours, a host for entertainers.

Student ships offer interesting courses, art by
touring experts, and local travel arrangements. It
all is just for the student coming to study.

Can you afford not to write for details?

Write: Dept. CO, U.S. National Student Associat
265 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016

INT'L NIGHT OF NATIONS
Saturday, Apr. 30, 6 P.M. 1 A.M.
International House- 140 N. 15th St.
Middle East Food & Int'l Entertainment.

- Hassan's "African Drums"
- Aydin & Kisser "Turkish Dance"
- Pakistani "Dance Drama"
- Tagore "Dance Drama"
- South African Songs
- Israeli Dancers
- Arabian Nights

Tickets at Christian Assoc. c/o I.S.A.
and at Office of Int'l Services
Students: Dinner, $1, Show & Dance, $1.

Sponsored by
Int'l Student Council for the Scholarship Aid Fund for Foreign Students.

masculine

... that’s the kind of aroma she likes being close to. The aroma of Old Spice. Crisp, tangy, persuasive. Old Spice . . . unmistakably the after shave lotion for the untamed male. Try it soon... she's waiting.
1.25 & 2.00
... that's the way it is with Old Spice

INA
INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA
An equal opportunity employer

INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA
An equal opportunity employer

INT'L STUDENT COUNCIL FOR THE SCHOLARSHIP AID FUND FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS.
CAMPUS EVENTS

Official Announcements

Become one of the Marching Quakers. Auditions for next year's Marching Band will be held Thursday from 4:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. in the Band Office. Houston Hall. Membership open to all undergraduates.

University Agenda

- Leonard Clay, President of the Penn Rights Council, announced that the Rights of the Penn Rights Council, has been published since 1945, please drop them in our collection boxes in Houston Hall, College Hall, or Dietrich Hall. Your books will help build libraries and good will towards the United States in Asia.
- Major General William S. Bride, C.S.A., will speak at this meeting at 8:00 at the South Pennsian Room. Drawing from years of personal experience, General Bride will talk about "Negotiations with the Communists."

PHILOSOPHY OF ART REND
A lecture by Allan Gotthold, Instructor of Philosophy at Wesleyan University (Conn.), sponsored by University of Pennsylvania Students of Objectivism, Friday, 7:00 p.m., Franklin Rooms, Houston Hall. The lecture will be followed by a question period.
- Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring its annual Books for Asia drive, from April 16-29. If you have books, novels and texts, in good condition and published since 1945, please drop them in our collection boxes in Houston Hall, College Hall, or Dietrich Hall. Your books will help build libraries and good will towards the United States in Asia.
- Major General William S. Bride, C.S.A., will speak at this meeting at 8:00 at the South Pennsian Room. Drawing from years of personal experience, General Bride will talk about "Negotiations with the Communists."

blue ridge summer


ArtCarved settings
hold a diamond so delicately, it's almost frightening.

We've even designed a diamond engagement ring to resemble the soft, fragile petals of a new spring flower. So the diamond you show off as the world won't be dazzling. But elegant too.

In the ArtCarved collection, you can choose from slim, soaring, majestic designs. And without being frightened. Because we guarantee all the diamonds we set, we also guarantee they will stay right there.

ArtCarved
DREAM DIAMOND RINGS
For free brochure write J. Wood & Sons, Inc., 135 E. 45th St., New York 17"
HELP STAMP OUT SUMMER!

SKI ALL SUMMER AT
PORTILLO, CHILE

Join the world's finest skiers for a summertime snow on the slopes of Portillo, the great ski resort high in the Chilean Andes. You'll find exciting trails for novice and pro, and an excel-
ting range of ski activities, too! Jet flights New York to Santiago, 12 hours. Very continental apres-
hours.

Also, low cost flights from Miami.

See your travel agent or N.Y. Reservation Office 16 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 10020. Phone F699.

Power Your Play

ARMAND Vantage for Tournament Play

ASHAWAY Top-rated racket string

ARMAND Pro-Feeder for Club Play

ASHAWAY Top-rated racket string

ARMAND Multi-Ply for Practice Play

ASHAWAY Top-rated racket string

from our University Shop

OUR CLASSIC LIGHTWEIGHT
ODD JACKETS AND TROUSERS

(shown) New nyron polyester-and-cotton jackets in Light Blue or Bright Olive, $42.50,
and Brick Red Decore polyester-and-flax, $45

Cotton India Madras Jackets, $42.50

New Double-Brasted Blazer of Navy
One Acrylic and Wool, $60

Single-Brasted in Navy, Green or Tan, $55

Cotton Serrwolter Odd Jackets, $31.50

Odd Trousers in Tropical Worsted, $22.50

Decore and Cotton, $15; Cotton Chino, $10.50

Also Bermuda Shorts and Sport Shirts.

Established 1869

Brooks Brothers

Men's & Boys Furnishings, Hats & Shoes

244 MADISON AVE., COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016
600 SATURFIELD ST. A. MELLON SQUARE, PITTSBURGH, PA. 15222

BOSTON • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

and/or

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT

HIGH PAY

If you can take 20 hours each week away from Swimming, Golf, Sleeping, to work day or evening hours and on weekends, we will pay $200 monthly if you meet our requirements.

CALL THE GREAT IDEAS PROGRAM
LO.3-7083
DAILY 4 P.M.-6:30
ASK FOR MR. GORDON

Heading for the beach this vacation? Don't bring loose cash. Bring First National City Travelers checks. They cost just one cent per dollar. They may be lost or stolen, but First National City Bank's Travelers checks can be cashed almost anywhere in the world. They are known and trusted by banks, restaurants, shops, hotels, etc., the world over.

...until you lose them!

Other leading travelers checks like First National City travelers checks, can be cashed all over the world. But if you think all travelers checks are alike, you may be in for a rude shock if you should lose yours.

With other leading travelers checks, elaborate refund procedures must be followed. But if you lose First National City travelers checks, you don't have to worry. There are more than 20,000 places around the world authorized to give you a fast refund—right on the spot!

First National City travelers checks come from the leader in world-wide banking, and have been in use over 60 years. They are known and accepted in more than a million shops, hotels, restaurants, air terminals, etc., the world over.

Next time you travel, insist on First National City travelers checks. They cost just one cent per dollar.

First National City Bank Travelers Checks

Sold by banks everywhere
Harrington

(Continued from page 2)

The proposals that Harrington has advocated in his books are part of the Great Society or are being seriously considered for legislation. Those suggestions are all either being adopted as part of the Great Society or are vitally important to us today," Harrington had great influence among the executive branch of the Federal government in recent years. The late President Kennedy said, shortly before his death in 1963, that Harrington had a major influence on his thinking and on the formation of his New Frontier. Likewise, President Johnson admitted that he, too, has followed Harrington's ideas and used them in the establishment of the Great Society.

Harrington received a great deal of publicity in the summer of 1965 when rioting broke out in the Watts district of Los Angeles. It was remembered at the time that Harrington had earlier stated that the slums of Watts, though outwardly appearing more prosperous than the slums of the big Northern cities, harbored living conditions as bad or worse than the Negro slums and were a potential bed of racial violence.

It is not known at present whether Harrington will concentrate on this racial aspect of his work in America or will spend most of his time discussing the social revolution that is taking place in Europe. Harrington has issued insurance, however, that a question and answer period will follow the speech, so any queries on either aspect of the problem may be brought up.

SCUE

(Continued from page 1)

quale facilities of the Faculty Club to the inadequacies of Housing Hall we cannot help but feel that the interest of the undergraduate and needs of the students are not being considered.

In a questionnaire distributed by SCUE 1972 out of 1420 students said they did not think that Penn had a social focal point. Besides a new Student Union, the report recommends departmental common rooms for undergraduate majors and a Performing Arts Center. SCUE believes that undergraduate students should have more freedom to direct their own education. Accordingly, the report stated: "we believe that students should be invited to sit on all major policy committees whose decisions affect the undergraduate body in any important way.

The report asserts that the College/College for Women distinction is "useless". SCUE calls this division "unnecessary", "bureaucratic", "unnecessary", "anachronistic", and "generally unjustifiable/"

An amalgamation of the two colleges is recommended as a means of achieving "a more thorough unity of liberal arts students."

Nothing can take the press out of Lee-Prest slacks

Not that it's on his mind right now. And it needn't be. Those Lee-Prest Leesures can't help but stay crisp and neat. No matter what you put them through. They have a new permanent press. So the crease stays in. The wrinkles stay out. Permanently. And that's without ironing. No-touch-ups, either. They're made from Lee's special blend of 50% polyester and 50% combed cotton. For wash and wear... with conviction.

Incidentally, that permanent press is the only change we've made in Leesures. They still have that lean, honest look...smart tailored fit. New Lee-Prest Leesures. Test their permanent press yourself. It isn't necessary, but it's a great way to spend an evening. From $6.00 to $8.00.

Lee-Prest Leesures

PAGE ELEVEN
Quaker Track at Pennsylvania

By MARK LIEBERMAN

Recently, Sports Illustrated republished a letter which A. Rich-
mond "Boo" Morcom, track coach at the University of Pennsyl-
svania, had written. The letter, from a member of the Penn-
squad, said, in part, that the runner would not accompany the
team to the Polar Bear indoor meet because he did not wish to
humble the University and he was not in shape. He added that
he would instead travel with the Glee Club for a concert "since
my voice, at least, is in good shape..."

This letter answers a lot of questions concerning the sad
situation of the track program. Coach Morcom contends
that the problems which must be solved before Penn can once
again dominate the sport.

Runners at Penn must train for winter meets outdoors,
because there are no indoor facilities at the University. This
problem does not bode well for the future of the Glee Club,
which competes in both indoor and outdoor meets. Competition
and more over discourages high school track stars from
joining Penn. All of this is common knowledge, but the
letter brings it all out into the open.

The letter is dated 1958, when Morcom was still a
student at the University.

In the fall of 1958, the Penn Glee Club won an
outstanding victory over Harvard, 2-1, in a concert scheduled
for track unless positive steps are taken to improve conditions
for track and field. Currently Morcom laborers with two part
time assistant coaches, Bob Shute and William F. Dunne.

In the third, Felseer reached first base on a hit to the
outfielder error, and third when third baseman
the Glee Club for a concert "since

The Penn baseball squad used a
twelve hit outburst yesterday to
overpower Swarthmore 11-0
at Stewart Field. The Quakers
take to the road this afternoon
for a 3 p.m., Eastern League
contest with Columbia.

Tom Harlowe and Dave Feler
were the big guns in Penn's attack on four Glee headset.
In the second, the Quakers scored 1-0 Swarthmore lead
with a two run effort, on a walk to Halton and a single by
the strokeout singles from Harlowe, and the after Bruce Molloy had been hit
by a pitched ball, Harlowe advanced to the center, scoring.

The Penn base runners are on their way to
the Palestra.

To partially alleviate the current
situation, another full time track coach will be added to the
staff. "Boo" Morcom would like to see a full time track assistant.
The Quakers have signed up two part time runners on the
money is just not available.

So, for the time being, most
athletes will have to be
content to run in Franklin Field and brave wintry
temperatures, or use cement runways of the Palestra.

This letter answers a lot of questions concerning the sad
situation of the track program. Coach Morcom contends
that an improved coaching staff will put Penn on top in every meet,
aequate coaching staff is also
necessary. Now the idea behind the project is that athletes contribute something
to the school and the University in turn owes them a guarantee
of an education.

For an education.

In the past the Penn students body has been infused with
the Red and Blue with 52 1/2 Relay Championships of America
for a sport than facilities; an
adequate coaching staff is also
necessary. Now the idea behind the project is that athletes contribute something
to the school and the University in turn owes them a guarantee
of an education.
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